
Year 7

History - Curriculum Map WEB UPDATE.xlsx

What is History? Who are the British? How did the Normans keep control What is the Church? The Crusades

Studnets will learn the concept of 
history - beyond what they may have 

looked at at primary (e.g. topic based).  
They will define history and look at 

the discipline from an academic 
perspective.  The strands will be 
introduced and routines will be 

established.

In the first thematic unit students are 
introduced to the history of the British 

Isles.  The students will study migration 
across 5000 years understanding their 

own heritage (ethnicity, language, 
culture etc.) while also challenging 

misconceptions that Britain is Anglo-
Saxon or fixed.  Some attention is paid 

to local Fenland history.  Links are 
made to the Romans that they will ahve 

studied at primary.

Students will be taught in depth aobut the 
normanisation of Britain following the 

conquest (briefly introduced to them during 
the migration unit).  Concepts such as tax, 
democracy, conrol etc. are covered as the 

changes William introduced are examined.  
Concept of control a particular focus.

In preparation for the big concept of the 
Church with a capital C students will learn 
about the development of Christianity and 

Britain's pagan past.  Also the importance of 
religion in people's lives and the link between 

Church and state in the UK.

Students will pause and consider what 
was going on beyond the traditional 
Western perspective.  This is an idea 
to be revisited across KS3 to consider 

wealth in Africa for example to 
challenge misconceptions and 
broaden their vista of the past.

A sense of time (Chronology, 
centuries, eras etc.)

Students are learning the five major time 
periods (pre-history, middle ages etc.) 
and are learning the key vocabulary to 
describe time (BC/DC).  Students are 
learning their own context.

Students learn their first breadth study of 
migration over time to and from the 
British Isles from the early settlers to the 
Windrush.  Focus on 'Roman Era, Anglo 
Saxon Era' etc.

Students learn in depth about the Norman Era 
and the beginning of the Middle Ages.  
Chronological events during the Norman 
Invasion.

Students will discover the timeline of history of 
the Church in the UK and the times Pre-
Reformation/Reformation.

Pause to reflect on what was going on 
elsewhere in the world… e.g. Middle 
East, China etc.  Comparable timelines.

Heritage (Why are things the way 
they are, representation) 

Students are learning key types of 
primary evidence which are explained by 
History for example churches and 
castles.

History of English language, place names, 
DNA, traditions, culture etc. Birth of 
Christianity in UK 

Students will learn about our castle heritage 
including Framlingham and others and 
problem of ruins

Christian empire - churches in every town (visit), 
religious holidays in UK e.g. Easter - secular vs 
non-secular.   

Spread of Islam and Christianity - why 
did we fight over the holy land.

Evidence (Sources, interpretations, 
bias, missing evidence, statistics) 

Social History 

Students consider how we know about 
the past - who wrote it, what's missing, 
problem of literacy and Church 
dominance

Students will learn the issue of pre-history 
and evidence and examples of eveidence 
from Sutton Hoo discovery.

Bayeux tapestry as evidence - produced by the 
victors.  Beowolf, Celts no evidence as 
illiterate.  Castles can be ruins.

Students will learn that the important role the 
Church had in people's lives meant that much of 
the information we have about the past comes 
from the Church.

Students will investigate Hebrew and 
Islamic sources as evidence (and 
importance of translation)- plus 
consider propaganda.

Conservation
Students will learn about what 
conservation is in terms of museums and 
evidence.

Students will learn about the fight over 
Sutton Hoo evidence.

Students will learn about the importance of 
keeping records - what statistics reveal or not!

Studnets will reframe Churches around country 
as living museums and record keepers including 
Ely.

Studnets will learn the importance of 
translation in history. 

Power and rebellion - who has it… 
why?  Can this also include liberty and 

visibility?

Students will learn the role of the victors 
in writing History and the consideration 
of names of eras - e.g. Elizabethan, 
Victorian, Norman etc. 

Students will learn the power of a military 
and the arrival of Christianity as a form of 
power. Anti-Semitism.

Students will learn the strategies William used 
to keep control (caslte building, harrying of 
North, domesday book, feudal system).

Students will learn about the power the Church 
held and the level of belief.

Students will learn why England 
campaigned in Crusades and what it 
meant then and now.

Conflict (War and Peace) Markers of war as turning points - e.g. 
First World War

Migration by conquest.  Fleeing 
persecution e.g. Puritans.

Studnets will learn key features of the Harrying 
of the North and its impact.

Freedom of expression and questioning of ideas 
only came with questioning of faith and Church 
principles - link to Reformation in Year 8 

Religious discourd

Perspective (Historiography, 
revisionism, conservatism) 

Basic concept of historical perspectives - 
at this stage of time (e.g. recent history 
vs ancient history)

Correct misconceptions of Britain being 
white - or going back to a white country, 
xenophobia 

Students will compare French vs British 
accounts of the conquest.

Church wrote much of history - in line with their 
doctrine - what that means for our 
understanding of the past

Islamic view of crusades as wll as 
Western.

Ideas
Studnets will learn the concept of 
history as a study of the past and open to 
interpretation.

Birth of Chrisianity, Paganism 
Students will learn the concept of Feudalism as 
a form of control and what that meant for the 
UK.

Students will learn that Christianity equalled 
Catholicsm before the Reforemation - some 
reference to Orthodoxism.  Pope as head of 
Church

Students will learn about the history of 
Islam and its spread and conflict with 
Christianity.

Process (How to incl. second order 
concepts) 

Students will learn the skill of analysing 
primary sources on a who, what, where, 
when, why basis.

Students will learn the definition of 
significance and turning point.

Students will learn language to be able to 
describe the pace of change such as rapid vs. 
gradual.

Students will learn how to structure a basic 
answer to a question on causation including 
PEEL structure.

Students will learn to compare different 
time periods.

Knowledge Quiz 100% What is History 80% Migration 20% History 80% Normans 10% Migration, 10% History 
80% Church, 10% Normans, 5% Migration, 5% 
History

80%  Crusades, 5% Church, 5% 
Normans, 5% migration, 5% History

Learning Demonstration Speech writing based on the importance 
of history 

Timeline investigation about migration
Students will use sources to explain the impact 
of Normans on England 

Decision making task based on what resulted in 
Becket's murder.

Poster to review the crusades

Enquiry Question What is History? Who are the British? How did William transform England? What is the Church? Why did we fight the Crusades?

Practitioner Exposure Basil Brown Mary Beard Venerable Bede Charlemagne Saladin

Distinctive Repetoire Sutton Hoo Bayeux Tapestry Domesday Book Bible Holy Grail 

Oracy
Speech writing and writing to persuade 
with a focus on building confidence 
using persuasive language 

Students will be introduced to skills based 
on converting information from sources 
into a written answer 

Students will write and perform a newpaper 
report using eye-witness accounts. 

Students will focus on embedding a range of 
specific vocabulary throughout their written and 
oral discussions and will use persuasive writing 
techniques in their assessment.

Students will need to identify certain 
features of the crusades and explain their 
impact. 

Challenging perceptions History is old/unimportant. Britain is/was homogenous. Understanding c vs C church War unholy to Christians?

Career Archaeologist Archivist - Nat Arch Castle guide/tourism Church roles Theologian 
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Year 8 

History - Curriculum Map WEB UPDATE.xlsx

Reformation Empire Black lives over time (slavery) Industrial Revolution Suffrage

To evaluate what was the impact of 
the Reformation in 

Europe and Britain and how did the Tudors 
influence change in Britain 

To evaluate Britain’s 
Empire influence over the entire world 
and whether the  creation of the British 

Empire was a positive or negative part of 
history. 

To evaluate Britain’s involvement in the 
Transatlantic slave trade and how slavery 
has affected black lives around the world 

as well as modern day perspective of 
equality in Britain. 

To evaluate what was the Industrial Revolution 
and how did it affect Britain for the good. 

Connect the benefits the British Empire, Slave 
Trade and Industrial Revolution had on the 

success of modern day Britiain and to explore 
the cost of this dramatic economic growth e.g 

child labour, exploitation in the factories. 

To evaluate Britains journey to voting 
equality and how class equality as well as 
gender equality was not always the same 
throughout history and to understand the 

further struggle for equality between 
people in Britain.

A sense of time

Students introduced to the break in History 
and the birth of Protestantism/change to 
Britain and decline in Catholicism after the 
Middle Ages before the age of Revolution.

Students introduced to the establishment of 
the British Empire and development and 
growth of the Empire around the world over 
time. 

Timeline of slavery - role of British Empire 
and Britain in motivating this - timeline in 
terms of abolishment of slavery… link to 
renaissance/enlightenment.  

Industrial Revolution after Age of Ideas and before 
20th Century.  Impact of Renaissance on invention 
and development.

Timeline of suffrage in context with French 
Revolution and emergence of working class 
voice.  Changing role of women.

Heritage

Our own non-secular state - Queen as head of 
Church of England.  Why 
Catholicism/Protestantism differences 
around the world - e.g. South America.  
Identity of Churches - role of Vatican etc.

Our spread of the British Empire across the 
world. British connection to its various parts 
of the Empire around the world e.g. Canada, 
Austrialia, New Zealand, United States, 
Caribbean. 

Diaspora of Black Peoples - financial benefit 
of slavery (e.g. Cambs Uni) Legacy of 
caribbean and empire.

Industrial north, emergence of middle class, 
britains role as manufacturers and eventual 
decline - move to East.

Students will learn the history of democracy  
and the emergence of the Left.  Students will 
also consider local context of Chartism.

Evidence

Role of Printing Press in changing nature of 
evidence.  Paintings as evidence - e.g. 
Elizabeth standing on map of world.

Analysing first hand accounts of colonists 
and governers around the British Empire. 
Paintings and artwork as evidence- e.g. 
Indian Rebellion, Map of the British Empire. 

Students will investigate what motivated 
abolishment (e.g. morality or economics) 
Lack of Black evidence and why.  History 
written by victors - e.g. Britain tried to 
reintroduce slavery in Haiti yet showed 
themselves to be role models. 

National Archive investigations into factory acts

Political cartoons as evidence and 
introduction to census data/statistics.

Conservation

What does it mean for history that so much 
Catholic repetoire was destroyed e.g. 
dissolution or whitewashed walls 

Should we incorporate artifacts in British 
museums from the conquests of the British 
Empire that were taken by force or stolen. 

Literacy as lack of evidence - written by the 
wealthy about the poor.  Destruction of evidence. Students will consider the physical 

preservation of clothes (sashes) in museums as 
evidence of heritage

Power and rebellion

Motivation of Reformation - introduction of 
colonialism.  Destruction of monasteries - 
impact of Reformation on global control of 
Vatican.

British control over land in every continent 
on the planet. Resistance to colonialism and 
the British Empire. 

White Christian dominance Link to empire - money = power and poverty = lack 
of power.  Decline of Church Fear of losing power - role of politics in 

expanding suffrage.

Conflict
Persecution of Catholics and Protestants 
throughout.  Ethical consideration.

British Government and Ressistance to the 
British Empire consistently during the reign. 
Moral and Ethical consideration.

Forced conversion, language suppression - 
resistance to slavery.

Growth of a labour movement Male dominance - property ownership and 
wealth linked to ability to vote.  Lack of 
franchise in other areas/times.

Perspective 
Spanish vs English accounts of Catherine of 
Aragon

British vs. Colonies persepctive about 
independence 

Lack of Black evidence - BLM now legacy of 
this?

Lack of working class evidence unless written by 
those in charge.

Women who were against female suffrage! 

Ideas Protestantism Colonialism Enlightenment/Racism Liberalism Feminism and PATRIARCHY 
Processes Change/continuity Significance Causation Evidence Similarity/difference 

Knowledge Quiz
100% Reformation 80% Empire 10% Reformation, 10% 

Migration 
80% Slavery 10% Empire, 10% Reformation 75% Industrial Revolution, 5% Enlightenment, 5% 

Renaissance, 5% Slavery, 5% Empire, 5% 
Reformation

80% Suffrage, 5% Industrial Revolution, 5% 
Slave Trade, 5% British Empire, 5% 
Reformation

Learning Demonstration
Debate based  on the enquiry question. Balanced argument writing assessment 

about postive or negative view of the 
British  - PocohantasEmpire 

Create a powerpoint about the British 
involvement in the Transatlantic Slave 
Trade and influence on slavery worldwide.

Source Analysis of the Serial Killer Jack the Ripper 
during the Industrial Revolution Essay style question and debate

Enquiry Question
How important was the Reformation? What was the impact of the British Empire? What role did Britain play in slavery? What was the legacy of the Industrial Revolution?

How did women achieve the vote in Britain?

Practioner Exposure Anna Whitelock Sir Walter Raleigh David Hume Arnold Toynbee Millicent Fawcett
Distinctive Repetoire King James Bible Elizabeth Globe Portrait Slave Ship Zong Spinning Jenny Representation of People's Act 

Oracy

Students to write and explain about the 
change in religion throughout the Tudors 
monarchy.

Debate whether the British Empire should 
be seen as a postivie or negative in British 
History

Provided a narrative of the journey of a slave 
from Africa to the Americas and their 
experiences from capture to freedom.

Explain why how Britain became a rich indstrial 
power by the late 1800s. Students will write and deliver a speech 

campaigning to extend the suffrage.

Challenging Perceptions
Misconception that Henry Broke with Rome 
for a divorce alone

Misconceptions about the positive or 
negative view of the idea of the British 
Empire

Language of enslavement - resistance. North/South divide.
All women wanted the vote or that all  men 
were against it

Career Theologian Cartographer Archivist Curator Political cartoonist/commentator
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Year 9 

History - Curriculum Map WEB UPDATE.xlsx

First World War New ideas and peace Second World War Holocaust Black lives 0ver time (Civil Rights)

This unit focuses on the idea of total war i.e. beyond the 
heroism and horror of the trenches to an examination of the 

role of civilians in modern warfare. Students look at  the 
process of making peace and explore ideas around justice, 

fairness, and punishment through learning about the Treaty 
of Versailles.

Students will understand the events before WW2

Students will learn about  the rise of the Nazis and their 
appeal to German voters. The importance of the Second 
World Wars and by The end of the war will  examine the 
controversy  surrounding the atomic bombs and how the 

war influenced the rest of the 20th century.

Students will examine the roots of anti-Semitism and how 
this was expressed in Nazi Germany. Students will look at 

prejudice, persecution to extermination. Students will learn 
about the death camps of the Final Solution. Students will 

look at the legacy of 
Holocaust and finish with prejudice today across the globe 

both towards Jews but other minority  groups.

Students will be focusing on post war Britain with a depth  
study on the 1960s and how far equal rights improved during 

this decade and after. Students will follow how the Civil 
Rights movement in the United States influenced the 

demand for equality around the world during the 20th 
century. 

A sense of time 
Chronological understanding of main features of First World 
War - understtanding recent history - rememberance every 
year, centenary etc. 

Empire influence over the entire world and whether the  
creation of the British Empire was a positive or negative part of 
history. 

Difference between first and second - e.g. can identify from a 
picture/key feature to avoid confusion.  E.g. trenches = first. Persecution of Jews didn't begin in 1941 Civil Rights not confined to 60s or the USA.  Process by which 

ending of slavery didn't automatically lead to freedom.

Heritage 
Legacy of League of Nations - birth of communism/left  Special 
relationship with USA - post war beginnings of independence.  
European?

Anti-German?  End of empire, repatriation of soldiers, Windrush, 
Indian Independence, Palestine, Cold War 

Jewish Diaspora - conflict in Palestine, legacy of Nazi/far-right - 
BNP etc.

Impact of Civil Rights on other areas - e.g. LGBTQ  Right to 
protest 

Evidence Introduction to photographs as evidence… war reporting 
generally - bias and censorship. Political cartoons and reflections of appeasement then and now Churchills letters… statesman's notes.  Nazis destroyed evidence Evidence of Holocaust and holocaust denial.  David Irving. Speeches as evidence

Conservation How to remember soldiers at home - e.g. senotaphs and laying 
of wreaths, remembrance.

Is anyone writing political cartoons now?  Can we still interpret 
them?  Who is keeping a record now everything is electronic? Problem of history. Emotions in conservation. Lack of voices - lack of history = viscious cycle.

Power and rebellion Military power and importance of alliances to extend power. Punishment of Germany… threat of communism. Nazi dominance - economic might, role of USA again.  Stalin as 
dictator. Scapegoats - rise to power, racism Power of peaceful protest - inspiration of Gandhi on movement 

Conflict Colonial armies recruited - conscription. Wilson's 14 points Dictatorships History of anti-Semitism Assessment of Black liberties - and other minorities.

Perspective German vs British vs American (1917-1918) Then and now Post USSR break up evidence Shoah vs Holocaust Tend to focus on US actions - lack of awareness in UK of British 
actions?

Ideas Militarism Liberalism Communism Anti-Semitism Civil Rights 
Processes Causation Interpretation Change/continuity Significance Interpretation

Knowledge Quiz 80% 1WW  20% Suffrage 80% Peace 10% 1WW, 10% Suffrage 80% Second World War 10% Peace, 5% 1WW, 5% Suffrage 80%  Holocaust, 5% 2WW, 5% Peace 5% 1WW, 5% Suffrage 80% Civil Rights, 5% Suffrage, 5% War, 5% War 2, 5% Holocaust

Learning Demonstrations Presentation Report writing Narrative account. Decision making exercise Essay style question 
Enquiry Question What started the First World War? Was appeasement the right decision? What changed after the Second World War? How should we remember the Holocaust? How have Black lives changed over time?

Practitioner Exposure Eric Hobsbawn Woodrow Wilson Ian Kershaw David Irving - Holocaust denier David Olusuga 
Distinctive Repetoire Schlieffen Plan Treaty of Versailles Nazi-Soviet Pact Holocaust memorial Berlin I have a dream' speech.

Oracy Students will read war poems aloud. Students will argue for and against the policy of appeasment. Students will provide a narrative account of the first few years of 
war. Students will explain how to be respectful around memorials. Students will compose and perform their own dream speech.

Challenging perceptions IWW was a white, Christian war. Hitler invented anti-Semitism. Differences between IWW and WW2 German vs e.g. Polish treatment of Holocaust Racism doesn't exist anymore.
Career Civil Servant Diplomat Tour guide Researcher Charity Worker 
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